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Creation Book III Final Changes Listing
(The new edition is still listed as Edition 1)

Section III: Physical Abuse Development in the Third Dimension
Chapter 4 – The First Souls and the First Universe

Section VIII: Earthen Alliance Creation (4-15-2018)
Chapter 2 – The First Souls from the First Universe Join the Alliance of Planets
Chapter 3 – The Other Side Joins the Alliance of Planets Creating
the Alliance of Life

Informative Tidbits
Dreams, Visions, Deja-Vu, Spirit Guides (w/Ear Ringing), Ghost, Demons, &
Exorcisms, Energetic Imprint Recordings, Dousing Rods, Pendulums, Kinesiology,
Pictures, Dimensions & Barriers, Mirrors, Ouija Boards & Books, Darting Black
Spots in the Corners of Your Eyes, Sage, Spontaneous Combustion
*** The missing sections are listed here in red ink.
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Book III - Insert
Section III:

(Insert between chapters 3 & 4)

Chapter 4 – The First Souls in the First Universe
There was a pause in the creation of Souls. The Original First Being Halves
were deciding how to begin. When they made the First Souls they were
experimenting, trying to understand how to create them from their own energy.
After Gaeira and her Sun (Universal Essence Spirit Mate) blew up together, there
was a pause in the physical life scenario. It was time for the next stage of their
master plan, the creation of the very first Soul Spirits.
The Original First Being Halves wanted to create as many new Souls as
possible from 1/3 of their remaining energy, the most they could release without
damaging their energetic integrity. They had already released a lot of their
combined energy and they needed to conserve all they could. After all, they still
had to maintain control over everything they created.
In order to do this, they decided to initially create a small amount of small
weak Souls in a small Universe to see how things progressed from there. They
found out that their growth potential, from having started so small and weak,
would take too much time to reach the size and power level they felt they
needed.
This first Universe and the Souls within it were simply left alone. As they had
lives they would retire to their normal state, Spirit, and then eventually go back
into a body again. They were Spirit Guides to each other and functioned,
basically, just as we do here. Their lives just weren’t so difficult. Their energy
level wasn’t capable of dealing with what we do.
They had a few smaller and weaker Angels assigned to them to keep an eye
on things and that’s about it. They’re still alive today, just separated from
everything else. They’re not defective, quite the contrary. They’re nice, happy,
and considerate; most of them are anyway. Their Universe was created about
1.349 eons or billion years, in Universal Time, before ours, the second one.
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Book III – Insert
(Follows Chapter 1)
Section VIII:

Chapter 2 – The First Souls from the First Universe Join the
Alliance of Planets
The representatives from the 1st Universe began talking with the Alliance of
Planets here in our Universe on 5/8/2018, Earth time. The agreement was made
that the 1st Universe would join as a whole unit and that the various Planets
there would have membership on a council which would then be represented by
one separate individual. These people stayed on the ship in various meetings for
about 3 days total.
This singular representative for the 1st Universe arrived early in the morning
5/11/2018 (EEST) for the final meeting of the Alliance in solidifying their
membership. Anyway, the 1st Universe is now part of the Alliance of Planets.
You’ll find out about this for yourselves soon enough.
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Book III - Insert
(Follows Chapter 2)

Chapter 3 – The Other Side Joins the Alliance of Planets Creating
the Alliance of Life
At 12:08 am EEST (Earth Eastern Standard Time) Monday 5/14/2018, the
primary focal points of Lilly and Arae arrived at an important meeting of the
Alliance of Planets. A decision was immediately made to change the name of
this alliance to the Alliance of Life, instead of Planets. Over time, all the different
Spirit Fields from and of separate locations will come forward and participate.
This is how we will grow together.
Each Universe shall govern its own self, while all the Universes and Spirit
Fields from the Other Side work together in unity to run Creation; other than
setting its format boundaries. Abuse and excessive aggression will not be
tolerated and arrogance will not be looked upon kindly at all.
The Alliance of Life will evolve into two councils, a primary and a secondary.
The Primary Council will consist of one representative from the Other Side as
well as each Universe and eventually each Dimension. The Secondary Council
will consist of representatives from all the individual Planets and Spirit Fields on
the Other Side. A short time later, each Dimension will have representatives
there also. The two-council system will stay in effect; it’ll just grow in size.
All forms of Spirit (Life) will have a say in what happens in the 3rd Dimension.
This is how we move forward as a family, as a sentient group of beings.
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Book III Insert – Energetic Imprint Recordings (Informative Tidbits)
Here’s another event that I’ve been able to experience firsthand. I was renting a house with
a workshop in the basement. I had just taken a break when my roommate came downstairs.
The ceiling height of the under house shop was only a bit over 7’, not very tall. I could easily
touch it with my hands.
Within a couple minutes we both heard someone run across the floor right above us,
starting from the front door, then through the kitchen, and ending into the back bedroom. The
running footprints sounded strong. Who ever made them seemed to have the sufficient weight
to depress the floor boards as they ran. Nothing moved, just heard and felt it, so did she.
I knew it was male energy of some sort but couldn’t see anything alive. I grabbed a large
wrench and ran upstairs only to find the house empty, as it should have been. We lived alone
there and she always locked the door when she came in.
I checked all the windows and doors and everything was locked shut. I checked every room
but knew no one was there. They wouldn’t have had enough time to get out of the house
anyway. I never hesitated, just took off upstairs; only took a few seconds.
I have serious protection issues and something aggressive was in my house. The only
problem was that no one was there. No one could have possibly entered the house or leave.
They would have had to jump through a shut window and locked it from outside. We both
heard those steps as if I was running upstairs and she was in the shop. We knew what we
heard.
It took a little while but I could feel two male energy signatures and one female. They came
from living beings but they weren’t in the house, not recently anyway. I felt an event that
occurred from physical people but it was in the past. I later found out that a young man in the
Army, Special Forces, came home and killed a man that was with his wife.
So, now that we’ve talked about an actual event, what is it? The intensity of the energy
from all the feelings expressed at that moment in time left a signature of sorts in the house. It
was the energetic recording of an extremely aggressive event. Now the question is, how is it
recorded?
The surge of combined frequencies from the event, embed themselves in the field. They
just hang there suspended in the field. Anyone on the Other Side, as Spirit, can activate them,
play the recording for you. This is why it doesn’t just keep playing over and over and over
again. This will be adjusted or handled accordingly as soon as Creation’s new format takes
place.
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Book III Insert
(Found in Informative Tidbits)

Sage

Sage is well known relative to thought processes involving Spirit, Indian
Traditions, and metaphysical abilities such as protection. People say that it
removes negativity from the area it’s being used in. There’s a good reason for this
but it’s probably not what you’ve been told. Here’s the how and why of what
actually happenings when sage is nearby.
Sage is a plant with a smell that’s appeasing to most people both in its natural
form, live or dry, as well as the smell of the smoke coming from it while burning.
This pleasing effect relaxes the physical brain through sensory input but there’s
more to it than that.
As it relaxes the people in its momentary location it dissolves their aggression.
On top of that, abusive or negative Spirit on the Other Side doesn’t care much for
its presence. The energetic frequencies released from relaxed people make them
uncomfortable. It’s not that they’re being forced away; it’s more like a bad taste
in their mouth.
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Book III Insert
(Found in Informative Tidbits)

Spontaneous Combustion
Here’s something that has perplexed people everywhere since it was first
seen. Is this real? If so how does it happen, what causes it? I’ve seen too many
pictures from long ago to just write it off as a hoax. It’s a real phenomenon,
depending on how you define phenomenon, which has happened more in the
past than recently. There’s a short, simple reason for this.
I’ve explained how our friends from other Planets have sensors that not only
can read the frequencies coming from your body, but also have a data base they
can plug that information into and find other lives that you’ve had in other
bodies. Your past lives can be placed into the past history on different planets.
Sometimes a person’s Spirit is found in a different body and someone goes
after the person, killing the body they’re currently in. This is not allowed and a
punishable offense. The ET presence here on Earth has been changing for the
better in the last 50 years. It is now been permanently changed for the better,
with the removal of the 7 Annunaki Clans which previously ruled the Earth.
The Enaugk were the most common perpetuators in this form of assignation
although different reptilian groups were often involved. There was a group of
assassins used by the ruling Annunaki clans who were often involved in removing
people that they had issues with.
The weapon used for this assault built up heat within the body as it burned
from the inside outwards.

